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a b s t r a c t
BioAmbients (BA) is a powerful model for representing various aspects of living cells. The
model provides a rich set of operations for themovement and interaction ofmolecules. The
richness of the languagemotivates the study of fragments of the fullmodel and comparison
with other computational models. In this paper, we investigate the impact of the merge
capability, used for fusing the contents of two sibling ambients, on the decidability of
two reachability problems called Target and Spatial Reachability. By enhancing techniques
– based on the theory of Petri nets – already used in the context of Mobile Ambients,
we prove that both Target and Spatial Reachability are decidable for a Turing-complete
fragment of BA withoutmerge. Then we extend this fragment with a limited form ofmerge,
that does not reduce the total number of ambients: in this fragment Target Reachability
is no longer decidable, but by resorting to the theory of Petri nets with transfer arcs we
prove that at least Spatial Reachability is decidable. Finally, we show that if we consider
the standardmerge capability then both reachability problems turn out to be undecidable.
Besides characterizing the power ofmerge, the proof techniques that we use also establish
an interesting connection between BA and other computational models like standard Petri
nets, their extension with transfer arcs, and Two Counter Machines.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
BioAmbients [17] (BA) is a well known formalism for the description of biological systems that combines the
communication mechanisms of the π-calculus [16] with the notion of ambient as formalized in Mobile Ambients [7]. This
combination allows for the representation of biochemical reactions by means of process communication and to model
biological compartments by means of ambients. A BioAmbient [P] is a collection of active processes and nested sub-
BioAmbients represented by the term P . Active processes can perform communication actions with other processes or
execute capabilities in order to modify the ambient nesting. Communication consists of the interaction between an output
and an input action performed by processes located in the same ambient, in parent/child ambients, or in two parallel
ambients. The capabilities allow processes to modify ambient nesting in three possible ways: one ambient can move inside
a parallel ambient, one ambient can move outside from the parent ambient, or two parallel ambients can merge into one
single ambient.
In this paper, we discuss reachability problems in BA by exploiting and enhancing techniques developed by Busi and
Zavattaro for Mobile and Boxed Ambients [4–6]. Classical reachability analysis consists in verifying, given a source process
P and a target process Q , whether there exists a computation that starts from P and leads to Q . For ambient-based calculi,
extensions of the reachability problem have been considered due to the presence of the ambient nesting structure. In [5,6]
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the Target Reachability problem has been defined: instead of considering a single target process Q , this problem allows for
the specification of a possibly infinite class of targets. The set of the specifiable targets includes processes all having a given
ambient nesting structure, and such that each of those ambients satisfy some given specific constraints. The constraints
allow for the specification of lower and/or upper bounds to the number of instances of some given sequential processes
(intuitively, a sequential process is a process which is not the parallel composition of other subprocesses and it is not an
ambient containing other subprocesses). A simpler version of this problem, called Spatial Reachability, was introduced in [4]
where only lower bounds could be expressed.
As an example of the kind of analysis allowed by Target and Spatial Reachability problems thatwe propose, let us consider
a generic modeling of the cell represented as an outer membrane that contains the intermediate cytoplasm and the inner
nucleus. We could then consider two different external materials, one to which the membrane should be permeable, and
another one to which it should not be.
Such a system could be modeled in BA in the following way
[Material1] | [Material2] | [Membrane | [Cytoplasm | [Nucleus]]]
where the first two ambients are used to represent and describe the behavior of two different kinds of external material,
and the other ambient represents the cell with its outer membrane, the intermediate cytoplasm, and the inner nucleus.
We can formalize the expected behavior of the system in terms of reachability problems. For instance, to formalize the
fact that themembrane should be permeable for the first kind of material we can state that we expect that the configuration
[Material2] | [Membrane′ | [[Material1′] | Cytoplasm′ | [Nucleus]]]
is reachable, whereMembrane′,Material1′ and Cytoplasm′ respectively describe the expected state of the membrane, of the
transported material, and of the cytoplasm after the membrane has been traversed. This kind of reachability property, i.e.,
reachability of a given process, is expressible in terms of Target Reachability by imposing the lower bounds for the processes
to be present equal to their upper bounds.
On the contrary, to formalize that the membrane should not be permeable for the second kind of material, we can state
that we expect that the configuration
[Material1] | [Membrane′′ | [[Material2′′] | Cytoplasm′′ | [Nucleus]]]
is not reachable for any processMembrane′′,Material2′′ and Cytoplasm′′. This different kind of reachability property is already
expressible in terms of Spatial Reachability by indicating only the expected ambient nesting structure, and imposing no
constraints on the contained processes.
Reachability is usually undecidable in Turing complete formalisms such as the π-calculus or Mobile Ambients (the
ancestors of BA). Nevertheless, at least for Mobile Ambients, very interesting fragments have been studied which are
expressive enough to model all computable functions, but for which reachability problems turn out to be decidable.
Charatonik and Talbot proved in [8] the undecidability of reachability in the fragment of Mobile Ambients without name
restriction. The undecidability result was enforced by Boneva and Talbot [3] who proved that reachability is undecidable
even if the capability to dissolve ambient boundaries is removed. The proof of undecidability makes use of the possibility to
apply the replication operator !P also to ambients in order to represent an unbounded number of replica of an ambient P . By
applying the usual congruence rule !P ≡!P|P from right to left, it is possible to remove froma term an active ambient P . In the
same paper Boneva and Talbot showed that if the congruence rule !P ≡!P|P is replaced by a reduction rule !P →!P|P then
reachability turns out to be decidable: intuitively, this follows from the fact that the number of active ambients cannot
decrease. Another fragment in which the number of active ambients cannot decrease has been studied by Maffeis and
Phillips: instead of changing the congruence rules, this fragment is obtained by allowing the application of replication only
to processes and not to ambients. This fragment was proved to be Turing complete in [15]. Reachability problems were
subsequently studied for this fragment by Busi and Zavattaro, and both Spatial and Target Reachability were proved to be
decidable [4–6].
In this paper we apply and extend these results and techniques to BA. We start by considering a fragment of BA similar
to the one considered in [15,4]. By resorting to the results in [15] we first show that this fragment is Turing complete, then
we show that Target Reachability is decidable by adapting to this new context the techniques in [6] based on the theory
of Petri nets. Then we consider an extension of this fragment that includes a limited version of the merge capability: every
time two ambients are merged, then at least a new ambient is created. In this way, the ‘‘monotonicity’’ property about the
number of active ambients is preserved. Interestingly, we prove that althoughmonotonicity is preserved Target Reachability
is no longer decidable, while the simpler Spatial Reachability problem still is decidable. This result is proved by resorting to
the theory of Petri nets with transfer arcs. Finally, we show that if we lose the monotonicity property by admitting amerge
mechanism that can also decrease the total number of active ambients, then also Spatial Reachability becomes undecidable.
Structure of the paper
In Section 2 we report the syntax and semantics of BA−, the fragment of BioAmbients that we obtain by removing the
choice operator, the communication primitives, the restriction operator, and by imposing that replication is applied only
to processes and not to ambients. The elimination of the choice operator and communication primitives is done only for
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simplifying the presentation: the proof of the decidability results can be extended to deal also with these operators as
discussed in [19]. On the contrary, the restriction operator and the possibility to apply replication to ambients are eliminated,
otherwise both Target and Spatial Reachability would be already undecidable. The undecidability of reachability in the
presence of name restriction for Mobile Ambients was proved by Charatonik and Talbot in [8]. Reachability problems have
been proved decidable in [3,11] but for variants of Mobile Ambients in which the reduction !P →!P|P is considered instead
of the congruence rule !P ≡!P|P . The undecidability of reachability in the presence of replication applied to ambients
follows from the possibility to encode in BA the fragment of Mobile Ambients for which Boneva and Talbot proved the
undecidability of reachability in [3]. Such an encoding is described at the beginning of Section 3. In Section 3 we prove that
Target Reachability is decidable if we remove from BA− the merge primitive. In Section 5 we consider a monotonic version
of merge that does not decrease the number of active ambients. We first show that for this fragment Target Reachability is
no longer decidable, but the simpler Spatial Reachability problem is still decidable. In Section 6 we prove that if we consider
the standardmerge capability, that allows for the decrement of the number of active ambients, then also Spatial reachability
is no longer decidable. Some concluding remarks are reported in Section 7.
This paper is a joint and extended version of [12,19].
2. BioAmbients without communication and restriction
In this section we introduce a fragment of BioAmbients, that we call BA−, obtained by removing the choice operator, the
communication primitives, the restriction operator, and by limiting the application of the replication operator to processes
(but not to ambients).
Definition 2.1 (BA−). Let Label, ranged over by n,m, p, . . . , be a denumerable set of labels. The terms of BA−, ranged over
by P , Q , R, . . . , are defined by the following grammar:
M,N ::= Capabilities
enter n Synch entry
accept n Synch accept
exit n Synch exit
expel n Synch expel
merge+ n Synch merge with
merge− n Synch merge into
P,Q ::= Processes
0 Null process
P|Q Composition
[P] Ambient (membrane)
M.P Guarded process
!M.P Replication.
In the following we use

k P to denote the parallel composition of k instances of the process P , while

i Pi denotes the
parallel composition of the indexed processes Pi. As usual, we frequently omit a trailing 0.
Processes run inside ambients and perform capabilities to modify the ambient structure. More precisely, capabilities
allow a process tomove the ambient in which it resides outside (resp. inside) an outer (resp. a sibling) ambient. Namely, exit
and expel are used for outside movement, while enter and accept are for inside movement. Moreover, the complementary
merge+ andmerge− capabilities allow two sibling ambients to merge their processes into a unique ambient.
Infinite behaviors in BioAmbients are modeled using the replication operator. In BA− we do not admit the application of
replication to ambients, e.g., ![P] is not a valid term.
The operational semantics is defined in terms of a structural congruence plus a reduction relation.
Definition 2.2 (Structural Congruence). The structural congruence ≡ is the smallest congruence relation satisfying the
following:
P | 0 ≡ P P | Q ≡ Q | P
P | (Q | R) ≡ (P | Q ) | R !P ≡ P | !P.
Definition 2.3 (Reduction Relation). The reduction relation is the smallest relation→ satisfying the following axioms and
rules:
[(enter n.P) | Q ] | [(accept n.R) | S] → [[P | Q ] | R | S]
[[(exit n.P) | Q ] | (expel n.R) | S] → [P | Q ] | [R | S]
[(merge+ n.P) | Q ] | [(merge− n.R) | S] → [P | Q | R | S]
P → Q ⇒ [P] → [Q ]
P → Q ⇒ P|R → Q |R
P ≡ P ′, P → Q ,Q ≡ Q ′ ⇒ P ′ → Q ′.
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The first three reduction rules handle ambient operations while the remaining rules handle reductions in context and up
to structural congruence.
In the following, we use→∗ to denote the reflexive and transitive closure of→. If P →∗ Q we say that Q is a derivative
of P .
We now define the two fragments of BA− that we consider in the remainder of the paper.
Definition 2.4 (BA−−m and BA
−
+mm). With BA
−
−m (without merge operation) we denote the fragment of BA− obtained by
removing the prefixesmerge+ andmerge−.With BA−+mm (withoutmonotonemerge)we denote the fragment of BA− obtained
by assuming that every occurrence ofmerge+ is of the following form:merge+ n.([Q ]|R) for some label n ∈ Label and some
processes Q and R.
Notice that in both the two above fragments the number of active ambients never decreases when a reduction step is
executed. By active ambient we mean an ambient that appears at top level, i.e., not inside a prefixed process (behind the
prefix). In the following, we sometime refer to the number of active ambients simply by writing ‘‘the number of ambients’’.
Indeed, the merging of two ambients in BA−+mm is compensated by the creation of at least one new ambient, i.e.,
[merge+n.([Q ]|R) | S ] | [merge−n.T | U ] → [ [Q ] | R | S | T ].
Example 2.5. As an example, inspired by the cell membrane example in the Introduction, consider the following process
evolution (wherem and n are labels):
[enter m.enter n.Material] | [!accept m | [!accept n | [Nucleus]]] →
[!accept m | [enter n.Material] | [!accept n | [Nucleus]]] →
[!accept m | [!accept n | [Material] | [Nucleus]]].
The first ambient represents material having the ability to traverse the membrane in two reduction steps. The cell is
represented as the nesting of three ambients: an outer ambient representing the membrane, an intermediate ambient
representing the cytoplasm, and an inner ambient representing the nucleus. The sequence of capabilities enter m.enter n
gives the possibility to the material to traverse the membrane and enter the cytoplasm. In fact, in these last two ambients
reside the processes !accept m and !accept nwilling to accept all those ambients performing the complementary capabilities.
The replication operator is used to represent the fact that the membrane is constantly permeable.
Assume now that the processes Material and Nucleus, respectively representing the behavior of the material and of the
nucleus, are defined as follows:
Material = merge− p
Nucleus = merge+ p · [DamagedNucleus].
In this case, a third reduction step could occur:
[!accept m | [!accept n | [merge− p]| [merge+ p.[DamagedNucleus]]]] →
[!accept m | [!accept n | [DamagedNucleus]]].
This last step replaces the nucleus with a damaged one, thus representing the effect of dangerous material that attacks the
cell by entering its membrane. Notice that in this last example the merge capability is used, but the number of ambients
does not decrease. In fact, the process performing the merge+ capability satisfies the constraint imposed for the fragment
BA−+mm.
2.1. Target and Spatial Reachability
Classical reachability analysis consists in checking if P →∗ R for two given processes P and R. We consider a more
general notion of reachability allowing for a partial description of the target process. More precisely, it is possible to impose
constraints on the number of occurrences of guarded processes inside an ambient. Such constraints are both lower bounds
(e.g. there must be at least one instance of the guarded process M.Q in a given ambient) and upper bounds (e.g. there can
be at most two occurrences of the guarded processM.Q in a given ambient).
Definition 2.6 (Target). The set of targets is defined by the following grammar:
T ::= any | q ≤ G ≤ q′ | !G | T |T | [T ]
where q ∈ N and q′ ∈ N ∪ {∞}.
We use N to denote the set of natural numbers and we assume that q ≤ ∞ for all q ∈ N ∪ {∞}.
A target any requires the presence of zero or more occurrences of any process, while q ≤ G ≤ q′ requires the presence of
k occurrences of the guarded process G, with q ≤ k ≤ q′ (if q′ = ∞ there is no upper bound to the number of occurrences).
A target !G requires the presence of one or more occurrences of process !G. As the behavior of processesk!G is the same
for any k ≥ 1, we prefer to require just the presence – or the absence – of a replicated process instead of providing upper
and lower bounds to the number of its occurrences. Targets can be composed in parallel, and can be nested in ambients.
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As an example, consider the target
[1 ≤ expel n.P ≤ 2 | [!G] | [any | 3 ≤ exit n.Q ≤ ∞]].
This target requires that an outer ambient contains one or two occurrences of process expel n.P , an ambient containing only
occurrences of process !G (at least one occurrence is required), and an ambient containing at least three occurrences of the
process exit n.Q and any other process. Moreover, this target also requires that there is no process at top level.
Basically, a target is well formed if the upper and lower bounds on guarded terms are satisfiable (i.e., target 3 ≤ M.P ≤ 2
is notwell formed) and if a guarded process does not occur togetherwith a replicated version of the sameprocess in a parallel
composition (i.e., target G | !G is not well formed). We also require that at most one occurrence of a replicated process is
present in a parallel composition (i.e., target !G | !G is not well formed). The same holds also for non replicated processes
(i.e., 2 ≤ M.P ≤ 4 | 3 ≤ M.P ≤ 5 is not well formed).
Definition 2.7 (Well Formed Target). A target T is well formed if there exists a target S = i qi ≤ Gi ≤ q′i | j!G′j | k[T ′k]
such that the following conditions hold:
• either T = S or T = any | S;
• processes Gi,G′j are of the formM.Q (guarded processes) for all i, j;
• qi ≤ q′i for all i;• there exist no i, j such that Gi = G′j;
• if Gi = Gi′ then i = i′, and if G′j = G′j′ then j = j′;
• T ′k is well formed for all k.
We define the set of processes inst(T ) that satisfy the constraints imposed by a target T . Basically, we require the presence
of the required number of occurrences of a guarded process in each ambient; if the upper bound is∞, then also the presence
of a replicated version of the process satisfies the target (i.e., process [!G] satisfies the target [3 ≤ G ≤ ∞]). If the target any
is present, then further (different) processes may be present. As already discussed, with a replicated process in the target
we just require the presence of at least one occurrence of such a replicated process.
Definition 2.8 (inst(T)). Let T be a well formed target. A process P is in inst(T ) if P ≡ h Lh | g !L′g | k[P ′k] and there
exists a target S =i qi ≤ Gi ≤ q′i | j!G′j | k[T ′k] such that the following conditions hold:
• either T = S or T = any | S;
• for all i, either qi ≤ |{h | Lh = Gi}| ≤ q′i , or q′i = ∞ and there exists g such that L′g = Gi;
• for all j there exists g such that L′g = G′j;
• if T = S then for all h there exists i such that either Lh = Gi or Lh = G′i
and for all g there exists j such that L′g = G′j;
• for all k, P ′k ∈ inst(T ′k).
It isworth to note that every process P has a structurally congruent process in the form

h Lh |

g !L′g |

k[P ′k] required in
the above definition. Moreover, inst(T ) is compatible with the structural congruence relation as formalized by the following
Proposition.
Proposition 2.9. Let T be a well formed target and P and Q two processes such that P ≡ Q . Then, P ∈ inst(T ) if and only if
Q ∈ inst(T ).
We are now ready to formalize the notion of Target Reachability.
Definition 2.10 (Target Reachability). Let P be a process and T be a well formed target. We say that T is target reachable
from P (denoted by TReach(P, T )) if there exists a process Q such that P →∗ Q and Q ∈ inst(T ).
In the paper we will consider also a weaker version of reachability analysis in which besides a required ambient
nesting structure, only a minimal amount of available processes can be expressed without imposing upper bounds to their
occurrences and without limitations on the presence of other (different) processes. Namely, we assume that targets contain
only lower bounds, and any is present in every ambient. This kind of analysis is referred to as Spatial Reachability.
Definition 2.11 (Spatial Reachability). Spatial Reachability corresponds to the Target Reachability problem on targets, that
we call spatial targets, defined according to the following grammar:
S ::= any|S ′
S ′ ::= q ≤ G ≤ ∞ | !G | S ′|S ′ | [S].
Notice that spatial targets are a restricted form of targets in which any occurs in all ambients, and the unique possible upper
bound is∞. Given a process P and a spatial target S, with SReach(P, S)we mean TReach(P, S).
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Example 2.12. We continue with our running example about material that traverses a cell membrane. In the introduction
we have introduced the process
P = [Material1] | [Material2] | [Membrane | [Cytoplasm | [Nucleus]]].
Suppose thatMaterial1,Material2, and Cytoplasm are defined as follows:
Material1 = enter m.merge+ c · [enter nucleusFood]
Membrane = !accept m
Cytoplasm = !merge− c.
Consider now the target:
T = [any] | [!accept m | [!merge− c | [1 ≤ enter nucleusFood ≤ 10] | [any]]].
It is easy to see that TReach(P, T ) holds independently of how Material2 and Nucleus are defined as in the corresponding
ambient we have introduced any. The target T is not a spatial target as there are ambients that do not include any, and an
upper bound is specified for the enter nucleusFood process. We could modify T in order to obtain a spatial target as follows:
S = [any] | [any | !accept m | [any | !merge− c |[1 ≤ enter nucleusFood ≤ ∞] | [any]]].
Clearly, this last target imposes strictly less constraints as in every ambient the presence of any kind of process is admitted.
Moreover, as far as the constraint on the process enter nucleusFood is concerned, this is satisfied by any number strictly
greater than 1 of occurrences of the process. As TReach(P, T ) holds, we have that also SReach(P, S) trivially holds.
3. Deciding Target Reachability in BA−−m
In this section we prove the decidability of Target Reachability for the fragment BA−−m.
We first observe that this fragment, even though it comprises only the enter/accept and exit/expel capabilities, is already
Turing complete. This follows directly from a result for Mobile Ambients due to Maffeis and Phillips [15]. They have shown
that computable functions can be encoded into a fragment of Mobile Ambients without restriction, including only the in and
out primitives, and in which replication can be applied to processes only. The difference between this fragment of Mobile
Ambients and BA−−m is that, inMobile Ambients, ambients have a namewhich is used by the in and out capabilities to indicate
the target of the corresponding movement. Namely, in Mobile Ambients we have the following reduction rules for the in
and out capabilities:
n[inm.P | Q ] |m[R] → m[n[P | Q ] | R]
m[n[out m.P | Q ] | R] → n[P | Q ] |m[R].
This form of movement can be easily encoded in BA−−m. In order to model an ambient with name nwilling to accept sibling
ambients performing in n or permitting internal ambients performing out n to exit, we can use a BA−−m ambient that contains
the two processes !expel n and !accept n. Following this approach, the in n and out n capabilities of Mobile Ambients are
directly mapped to the enter n and exit n capabilities of BA−−m. This simple encoding of the Mobile Ambients fragment
considered in [15] into BA−−m, allows us to conclude that the latter is already Turing complete.
We now move to the proof of decidability of Target Reachability for BA−−m. As anticipated in the Introduction, the proof
is basically an adaptation of the proof of decidability of Target Reachability for a fragment of Mobile Ambients presented
in [6]. The main difference is due to the different kind of mobility based on the pairs enter/accept and exit/expel instead of
the in and out capabilities.
The proof is by reduction to a similar problem for Petri nets.
3.1. P/T nets
We recall Place/Transition nets with unweighted flow arcs (see, e.g., [18]). Here we provide a characterization of this
model which is convenient for our aims.
Definition 3.1. Given a set S, a finite multiset over S is defined as a function m : S → N such that the set dom(m) = {s ∈
S |m(s) ≠ 0} is finite. Themultiplicity of an element s inm is given by the natural numberm(s). The set of all finite multisets
over S, denoted byMfin(S), is ranged over bym. A multisetm such that dom(m) = ∅ is called empty. The set of all finite sets
over S is denoted by ℘ fin(S).
Given multisets m and m′, we write m ⊆ m′ if m(s) ≤ m′(s) for all s ∈ S while ⊕ denotes their multiset union:
(m ⊕ m′)(s) = m(s) + m′(s). The operator \ denotes multiset difference: (m \ m′)(s) = if m(s) ≥ m′(s) then m(s) − m′(s)
else 0. The scalar product, j ·m, of a number jwithm is (j ·m)(s) = j ·m(s).
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To lighten the notation, we sometimes use the following abbreviation. If m is a multiset containing only one occurrence of
an element s (i.e., dom(m) = {s} and m(s) = 1) we denote m by just s. Multiset union is represented also by comma, i.e.,
m,m′ = m ⊕ m′. Let m be a multiset over S and m′ a multiset over S ′ ⊇ S, such that m′(s′) = 0 for each s′ ∈ S ′ \ S; with
abuse of notation, we sometimes usem in place ofm′ (if they agree on S), and vice versa.
Definition 3.2 (P/T Nets). A P/T net is a pair (S, T ) where S is a finite set of places and T ⊆ Mfin(S) ×Mfin(S) is a finite set
of transitions.
Finite multisets over the set S of places are calledmarkings. Given a markingm and a place s, we say that s containsm(s)
tokens. A P/T system is a triple N = (S, T ,m0)where (S, T ) is a P/T net andm0 is the initial marking. A transition t = (c, p) is
usually written in the form c → p. The marking c , usually denoted by •t , is called the preset of t and represents the tokens
to be consumed; the marking p, usually denoted by t•, is called the postset of t and represents the tokens to be produced. A
transition t is enabled atm if •t ⊆ m. The execution of a transition t enabled atm produces the markingm′ = (m \ •t)⊕ t•.
This is written as m
t→ m′ or simply m → m′ when the transition t is not relevant. We use σ , τ to range over sequences
of transitions; the empty sequence is denoted by ε; let σ = t1, . . . , tn, we write m σ→ m′ to mean the firing sequence
m
t1→ · · · tn→ m′. We say that m′ is reachable from m if there exists σ such that m σ→ m′. We say that m′ is coverable from m
ifm
t1→ · · · tn→ m′′ withm′ ⊆ m′′.
We now report the definition of the target marking reachability problem which was proved to be decidable in [6]. This
result will be used in the proof of the decidability results.
Definition 3.3 (Target Marking). Let N = (S, T ) be a P/T net. A target marking of N is a pair of functions (inf , sup) ∈ (S →
N)× (S → N ∪∞) such that, for all s ∈ S, inf (s) ≤ sup(s).
Definition 3.4 (Target Marking Satisfiability). Let N = (S, T ) be a P/T net. A marking m of N satisfies a target marking
(inf , sup) of N if, for all s ∈ S, inf (s) ≤ m(s) ≤ sup(s).
Definition 3.5 (Target Marking Reachability). Let N = (S, T ,m0) be a P/T system. A target marking (inf , sup) is reachable if
there exists a markingm such thatm0 →∗ m andm satisfies (inf , sup).
In [6] it is proved that Target Marking Reachability can be reduced to reachability of a marking taken from a finite set of
markings extracted from (inf , sup). The following results then holds.
Theorem 3.6 ([6]). Target Marking Reachability is decidable for P/T systems.
Wenote that checking the reachability of amarkingm is equivalent to checking reachability of the targetmarking (m,m).
3.2. P/T net semantics for BA−−m
The proof of decidability of Target Reachability is done as in [6] by reduction to the reachability problem on Petri nets.
The key point of the proof is the definition of a Petri net semantics for the calculus. We report the formal definition of
the construction of the net corresponding to one process and one target. Constructions and proofs are adaptations of the
corresponding parts described in detail in [6].
Monotonicity
Given a process P and a target T , we construct a (finite) Petri net that reproduces the computations of the process P that
traverses intermediary states in which the number of active ambients is not greater than the number of ambients in T . To
check TReach(P, T ) is then equivalent to check reachability of a finite set of markings on the Petri net. The intuition behind
this approach relies on the monotonicity of BA−−m: because of the absence of the merge capability, the number of ‘‘active’’
ambients in a process (i.e., ambients that are not guarded by any capability or communication) cannot decrease during
the computation. Moreover, as the applicability of replication is restricted to guarded processes, the number of ‘‘active’’
ambients in a set of structurally equivalent processes is finite. Thanks to the property explained above, in order to check
Target Reachability it is sufficient to take into account a subset of the derivatives of P: namely, those with a number of active
ambients which is not greater than the number of active ambients in the target.
Unfortunately, this subset of derivatives is, in general, not finite, as the processes inside an ambient can growunlimitedly.
Consider, e.g., the process
[!expel n.Q | !accept m.R | [!exit n.enter m]].
It is easy to see that, for every k,
!expel n.Q
 !accept m.R
 [!exit n.enter m]

k
Q
 
k
R

is a derivative of P .
On the other hand, we note that the set of guarded and replicated terms that can occur as subprocesses of the process P
or its derivatives (namely, the subterms of kind G or !G) is finite.
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Petri-net semantics
The idea is to borrow a technique used to map process algebras on Petri nets. A process P is decomposed into the
(finite) multiset of its guarded and replicated subprocesses that occur unguarded in P; this multiset is then considered
as the marking of a Place/Transition net. The execution of a computational step in a process will correspond to the firing
(execution) of a transition in the corresponding net. However, unlike what happens in process algebras, where processes
can be faithfully represented by a multiset of subprocesses, BA−−m processes have a tree-like structure that hardly fits in a
flat model such as a multiset.
The solution is to consider BA−−m processes as composed of two kinds of components; the tree-like structure of ambients
and the family of multisets of guarded and replicated subterms contained at top level in each ambient. As an example,
consider the process
!accept n.P | [enter k.Q | G] | [accept k] | [0 | [exit m]]
having the tree-like structure [] | [] | [[]]. Moreover, there is amultiset corresponding to each ‘‘node’’ of the tree: themultiset
{!accept n.P} is associated to the root, {enter k.Q ,G} is associated to the first son of the root, {accept k} is associated to the
second son of the root, the empty multiset {} is associated to the third son of the root, and {exit m} to the son of the third
son of the root.
The Petri netwe construct is composed of the following twoparts: the first part is basically a finite state automaton,where
the marked place represents the current tree-like structure of the process. The second part is a set of identical subnets: the
marking of each subnet represents the multiset associated to a corresponding node of the tree. To keep the correspondence
between the nodes of the tree and the multiset associated to that node, we make use of labels. A distinct label is associated
to each subnet; this label will be used in the tree-like structure to label the node whose contents (i.e., the set of guarded and
replicated subprocesses contained in the ambient corresponding to the node) is represented by the subnet.
The set of possible tree-like structures we need to consider is finite, because to verify Target Reachability we need to take
into account only those processeswhose number of active ambients is limited by the number of active ambients in the target.
The upper bound on the number of nodes in the tree-like structures also provides an upper bound to the number of identical
subnets (at most one for each active ambient). In general, the number of active ambients grows during the computation;
hence, we need a mechanism to remember which subnets are currently in use and which ones are not used. When a new
ambient is created, a correspondence between the node representing such a new ambient in the tree-like structure and a
fresh subnet is established, and the places of the latter subnet are filled with the marking corresponding to the guarded and
replicated subprocesses contained in the newly created ambient. To this aim, each subnet is equipped with a place called
unused, that contains a token as long as the subnet does not correspond to any node in the tree-like structure.
An example
For example, consider the process P = [accept n] | [enter n.[!expel k]]. The relevant part of the net is depicted in Fig. 1: a
subset of the places representing the tree-like structure is depicted in the left-hand part of the figure, while the subnets are
depicted in the right-hand part. We only report the subnets labeled with l1, l2, and l3, and omit the subnet labeled with l0
with empty marking. The computation step [accept n] | [enter n.[!expel k]] → [[[!expel k]]] corresponds to the firing of the
transition enabled in the depicted net. Notice that the ambient structure of P has three nodes labeled l0, l1, l2. The label l3
is introduced only in the place used to simulate the derivative of P obtained by executing enter n. This action creates a new
ambient, labeled l3, inside the ambient with label l2. Since we assume here that nodes are never deleted, we just need to
mark unused labels (using places like l3 : unused) in order to introduce them only once in every derivation (no transition
can add tokens to place l : unused). Furthermore, notice that the transitions associated to the place !expel k are needed to
model the semantics of replication (generate and absorb tokens of type expel k).
Formal definition of the Petri net semantics
Now we are ready to formally define the net to be used to decide reachability of a target T starting from a process P .
In order to define the places of the net, we need the notion of ambient multisets and the function α that maps a process to
its representation as ambient multiset. Ambient multisets are canonical representations of the equivalence classes induced
by structural congruence. For instance the processes M.[P|Q ] and M.[Q |P|0] will be both represented by the ambient
multiset {M.[{P,Q }]}, where M.a and [a] are specific notations used to represent the structured elements of ambient
multisets (structured because they contain another ambient multiset a). In order to obtain one canonical representation, we
impose that the replicated and the unreplicated versions of a guarded process cannot be both present (i.e., P and !P cannot
be both present in the same ambient). This format can be obtained by application of the structural congruence rule !P ≡ P|!P
from right to left. The function α maps a process to its canonical representation and it is defined as a homomorphism for all
process operations but parallel composition, where some care has to be taken to avoid the presence of both the replicated
and the unreplicated versions of a guarded process.
Definition 3.7. An index set is a set I ⊆ N such that I = {1, 2, . . . , k} for some natural number k. The set A of ambient
multisets is the least set closed w.r.t. the following equation:
a =

i∈I
Mi.ai ⊕

j∈J
!M ′j .a′j ⊕

k∈K
[a′′k ]
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Fig. 1. A portion of the net corresponding to process [accept n] | [enter n.[!expel k]]. Each box is associated to a node label and describes the behavior of
processes residing in the corresponding ambient; it contains a place per guarded subprocess and the unused place.
where I, J, K are index sets, ai, a′j, a
′′
k ∈ A andMi = M ′j implies ai ≠ a′j for all i ∈ I and j ∈ J . 1
The function α : BA−−m → A maps a process to its corresponding ambient multiset and it is defined inductively as
follows:
α(0) = ∅ α(M.P) = M.α(P)
α(!M.P) = !M.α(P) α([P]) = [α(P)].
Now assume that α(Ph) =i∈Ih Mih.aih⊕j∈Jh !M ′jh.a′jh⊕k∈Kh [a′′kh] for h = 1, 2, then we define (modulo appropriate
renaming of indices in order to maintain the union of the index sets in an initial segment of the natural numbers)
α(P1 | P2) =

h=1,2

i∈Ih
µih ⊕

j∈Jh
!M ′jh.a′jh ⊕

k∈Kh
[a′′kh]

where
µi1 =

Mi1.ai1 if ∀j ∈ J2 : Mi1 = M ′j2 ⇒ ai1 ≠ a′j2∅ otherwise
and the µi2 are defined symmetrically.
The tree-like structure of the ambients of a process is represented by an ambient tree, that is basically a tree with nodes
decorated with (subnet) labels. We also define the set of ambient trees whose number of ambients is bounded by an upper
limit.
Definition 3.8. Let L be a denumerable set of labels, i.e., L = l0, l1, l2, . . . .L is ranged over by l, l′, l′1, . . .; sequences of
labels, i.e., elements ofL∗, are ranged over by λ, λ′, . . . . The set T of ambient trees is the least set closed w.r.t. the following
equation:
t = l ·

i∈I
[ti]
where I is an index set and ti ∈ T for all i ∈ I . The number of ambients in an ambient tree t = l ·i∈I [ti] is defined as
#amb(t) = |I| +

i∈I
#amb(ti).
1 We note that a is the empty multiset when I, J, K are empty. This gives the base case of the definition.
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The set of labels in an ambient tree t = l ·i∈I [ti] is defined as
labels(t) = {l} ∪

i∈I
labels(ti).
The set of ambient trees of size at most h is defined as follows
Th = {t ∈ T | #amb(t) ≤ h ∧ labels(t) ∈ {l0, . . . , lh}}.
In the following we will consider ambient trees containing distinct labels.
To formally define the transitions, we need some auxiliary notation.
Ambient tree contexts will be used to model the requirement that the tree-like structure has a specific form, and to
update such structure. An ambient tree context is essentially an ambient tree with a hole, that can be fulfilled by a set of
trees. The set of ambient tree contexts is generated by the following grammar:
C[] = l · [] ⊕i∈I [ti] | l · [C[]] ⊕i∈I [ti].
where ti ∈ T for every i.
We introduce some notions related to the features of ambient multisets.
Definition 3.9. Assume an ambient multiset a defined as
a =

i∈I
Mi.ai ⊕

j∈J
!M ′j .a′j ⊕

k∈K
[a′′k ].
The set of sequential and replicated subprocesses of a is defined as follows:
sub(a) = {Mi.ai | i ∈ I} ∪
{M ′j .a′j, !M ′j .a′j | j ∈ J} ∪
i∈I
sub(ai) ∪

j∈j
sub(a′j) ∪

k∈K
sub(a′′k ).
The number of active ambients in a is defined as
#amb(a) = |K | +

k∈K
#amb(a′′k ).
The number of active ambients in a process P is defined as #amb(P) = #amb(α(P)) and the number of active ambients
in a target T , written #amb(T ), is defined similarly.
The following functions are used to construct the new parts of the ambient tree (generated by the active ambients in the
continuation) and the marking of the newly activated subnets.
Definition 3.10. Let
a =

i∈I
Mi.ai ⊕

j∈J
!M ′j .a′j ⊕

k∈K
[a′′k ]
be an ambient multiset.2 Take a sequence of labels λ = l′1 . . . l′|K |λ1 . . . λ|K | such that |λk| = #amb(a′′k ) for all k ∈ K . The
function tree(a, λ) constructs a portion of ambient tree representing the active ambients in a, where nodes are labeled with
the elements of λ taken in breadth first, left-to-right order:
tree(a, λ) =

k∈K
[l′k · tree(a′′k , λk)].
The function actproc(a) gives the portion of a corresponding to the active sequential and replicated subprocesses:
actproc(a) =

i∈I
Mi.ai ⊕

j∈J
!M ′j .a′j.
For each active ambient in a, the function proc(a, λ) constructs the marking for the places of the corresponding subnet:
proc(a, λ) =

k∈K
l′k : actproc(a′′k )⊕

k∈K
proc(a′′k , λk).
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Table 1
The transition schemata. Regarding axioms (enter) and (exit), we assume that λ
and λ′ are sequences of distinct labels such that |λ| = #amb(a) and |λ′| = #amb(a′).
(enter)
C[[lm · µm] ⊕ [ln · µn]], lm : enter k.a, ln : accept k.a′,
{l : unused | l ∈ λ}, {l′ : unused | l′ ∈ λ′}
↓
C[[ln ·

µn ⊕ tree(a′, λ′)⊕ [lm ·

µm ⊕ tree(a, λ)

]

]],
lm : actproc(a), ln : actproc(a′), proc(a, λ), proc(a′, λ′)
(exit)
C[[ln ·

µn ⊕ [lm · µm]

]], lm : exit k.a, ln : expel k.a′,
{l : unused | l ∈ λ}, {l′ : unused | l′ ∈ λ′}
↓
C[[lm ·

µm ⊕ tree(a, λ)

] ⊕ [ln ·

µn ⊕ tree(a′, λ′)

]],
lm : actproc(a), ln : actproc(a′), proc(a, λ), proc(a′, λ′)
(fold)
l : M.a, l :!M.a
↓
l :!M.a
(unfold)
l :!M.a
↓
l : M.a, l :!M.a
The set Trans contains all the instances of the transition schemata reported in Table 1: rules (enter) and (exit)
deal with the execution of a capability; rules (fold) and (unfold) permit to apply the structural congruence law for
replication to unguarded processes. Notice that places of the form l : unused only occur as precondition. Indeed, we use
them to associate fresh labels to ambients that are created after firing a transition. Asmentionedbefore, since nodes are never
deleted there are no transitions with places like l : unused as postcondition (i.e., used labels cannot become fresh again).
The P/T net is constructed as follows (where the number n is used to represent the maximal number of active ambients to
be considered in the P/T net).
Definition 3.11. Let P be a BA−−m process and let n be a natural number such that #amb(P) ≤ n. We define the net
Net(P, n) = (Pl, Tr), where
Pl =
n
i=0
({li : Q | Q ∈ sub(α(P))} ∪ {li : unused}) ∪ Tn
Tr = {(c, p) ∈ Trans | c, p ⊆ Pl}.
Correctness of the Petri net semantics
Following the same proof technique presented in [6] it is possible to show that the net semantics corresponds to the
semantics of the calculus: the reachable configurations are the same even if the computation steps are different due to the
presence in the net of the (fold) and (unfold) rules.
Definition 3.12. Let P be BA−−m process and let Q be a process such that P →∗ Q . Consider a natural number n such that
#amb(Q ) ≤ n.
Let λ be a sequence of distinct labels in {l1, . . . , ln} such that |λ| = #amb(Q ), and let the set of labels not in λ defined as
Cλ = {li | i = 1, . . . , n ∧ li ∉ λ}.
The decomposition of Q w.r.t. λ is defined as
dec(Q , l0λ) = l0 · tree(α(Q ), λ),
l0 : actproc(α(Q )),
proc(α(Q ), λ),
{l : unused | l ∈ Cλ}.
The decomposition of Q turns out to be a marking of Net(P, n), because the following property holds.
Proposition 3.13. Let P,Q be a BA−−m process. We have that if P →∗ Q then sub(α(Q )) ⊆ sub(α(P)).
2 To be precise, at this point we have to fix an order on the elements of the multiset a, i.e., instead of a we must consider the sequence a =
M1.a1 . . .M|I|.a|I|!M ′1.a′1 . . .!M|J|.a′|J|[a′′1] . . . [a′′|K |]. We need to fix the ordering of the elements to obtain the right correspondence between the labels in
the ambient tree and the labels of the active nets.
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The proof is by induction. The following two propositions relate the P/T net semantics with the structural congruence ≡,
and the reduction relation→ for processes.
Proposition 3.14. Let P be BA−−m process and let Q be a process such that P →∗ Q . Consider a natural number n such that
#amb(Q ) ≤ n. Given a BA−−m process Q ′, we have that Q ≡ Q ′ if and only if there exist two sequences λ and λ′ of distinct labels
in {l0, . . . , ln} such that |λ| = #amb(Q ) = #amb(Q ′) = |λ′| and dec(Q , λ) σ→ dec(Q ′, λ′) in Net(P, n) where σ is a sequence
that includes an arbitrary number (possibly 0) of transitions that are instances of (fold) or (unfold) rules.
Proposition 3.15. Let P be BA−−m process and let Q be a process such that P →∗ Q . Consider a natural number n such that
#amb(Q ) ≤ n. Given a BA−−m process Q ′ such that #amb(Q ′) ≤ n, we have that Q → Q ′ if and only if there exist two sequences
λ and λ′ of distinct labels in {l0, . . . , ln} such that |λ| = #amb(Q ), λ′ = #amb(Q ′), and dec(Q , λ) σ→ dec(Q ′, λ′) in Net(P, n)
where σ is a sequence of transitions that includes an arbitrary number (possibly 0) of transitions that are instances of (fold) or
(unfold) rules and exactly one transition which is an instance of (enter) or (exit).
We now define the set of target markings TargMark(P, T , λ) associated to a target process T . Given two target markings
(inf 1, sup1) and (inf 2, sup2) defined on disjoint sets of places, we use (inf 1, sup1)⊕(inf 2, sup2) to denote the targetmarking
(inf , sup) where inf is the disjoint union of the functions inf 1 and inf 2, and sup is the disjoint union of the functions sup1
and sup2.
Definition 3.16 (TargMark(P,T,λ)). Let P be a BA−−m process and let T be a well formed target reachable from P , i.e., such
that TReach(P, T ). Let
S =

i∈I
qi ≤ Mi.Pi ≤ q′i

j∈J
!M ′j .P ′j
 
k∈K
[T ′′k ]
be a target such that either T = S or T = any|S.
Take a sequence of labels λ = l′0λ1 . . . λ|K | such that |λk| = #amb(T ′′k ) for all k ∈ K . We define TargMarkSub(P, T , λ) as
the following set of target markings
TargMarkSub(P, T , λ) =

(inf T , supT )⊕

k∈K
(inf T ′′k , supT ′′k ) |
(inf T ′′k , supT ′′k ) ∈ TargMarkSub(P, T ′′k , λk) ∧
(inf T , supT ) satisfies the property below

where (inf T , supT ) is a target marking defined on the set of places {l′0 : Q | Q ∈ sub(α(P))} such that:
• for all i ∈ I , one of the following holds:
. inf T (l′0 : Mi.Pi) = qi and supT (l′0 : Mi.Pi) = q′i
. q′i = ∞, inf T (l′0 : Mi.Pi) = 0, supT (l′0 : Mi.Pi) = ∞, inf T (l′0 :!Mi.Pi) = 1, and supT (l′0 :!Mi.Pi) = ∞;
• for all j ∈ J , inf T (l′0 :!M ′j .P ′j ) = 1 and supT (l′0 :!M ′j .P ′j ) = ∞;
• for all other places l′0 : Q not considered in the previous items, inf T (l′0 : Q ) = 0 and either supT (l′0 : Q ) = 0, if T = S, or
supT (l′0 : Q ) = ∞, if T = any|S.
We define the set of targetmarkings associated to the source process P , the target T and the sequence of labels l0λ as follows:
TargMark(P, T , l0λ) = {(infTree, supTree)⊕ (inf , sup) |
(inf , sup) ∈ TargMarkSub(P, T , l0λ) ∧
(infTree, supTree) satisfies the property below }
where (infTree, supTree) is a target marking defined on the set of places T#amb(T ) ∪ {l : unused | ł ∈ l0λ} such that:
• infTree(l0 · tree(T , λ)) = 1 and supTree(l0 · tree(T , λ)) = 1;
• if p ≠ l0 · tree(T , λ) then infTree(p) = 0 and supTree(p) = 0.
Note that TargMark(P, T , λ) is a set of target markings due to the definition of the auxiliary function TargMarkSub that
generates a set of target markings for the given well formed target. In fact, in order to deal with the possibility to satisfy the
constraint k ≤ G ≤ ∞ in two possible ways (either with at least k instances of G or with at least one instance of !G) we have
to consider two corresponding distinct target markings (see the second item after the definition of TargMarkSub). Any way,
it is easy to see that given a process P , a target T , and a sequence of labels λ, the set of target markings TargMark(P, T , λ) is
finite.
We are now ready to formalize the correspondence between satisfiability of a target for processes and satisfiability of a
target marking for P/T nets.
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Proposition 3.17. Let P, R be BA−−m processes such that P →∗ R. Let T be awell formed target reachable fromP, i.e., TReach(P, T ).
We have that R ∈ inst(T ) if and only if for every sequence λ of distinct labels in {l1, . . . , l#amb(T )} such that |λ| = #amb(R) we
have that dec(R, l0λ) satisfies at least one target marking in TargMark(P, T , l0λ).
We finally conclude the formalization of the reduction of the Target Reachability of processes to the target marking
reachability problem on P/T nets.
Theorem 3.18. Let P be a BA−−m process and let T be a well formed target such that #amb(P) ≤ #amb(T ). We have that T
is reachable from P, i.e., TReach(P, T ) if and only if there exists a sequence λ of distinct labels in {l0, . . . , l#amb(T )} such that
|λ| = #amb(T )+ 1 and at least one of the target markings in TargMark(P, T , λ) is reachable in Net(P,#amb(T )).
Proof. By definition, the target T is reachable by the process P if and only if there exists a process R such that (i) R ∈ inst(T )
and (ii) R is reachable from the process P . By Proposition 3.17we have that (i) holds if and only if for every sequence of labels
λ = l0λ′ we have that dec(R, λ) satisfies at least one of the target markings in TargMark(P, T , λ). By Theorem 5.4 we have
that (ii) holds if and only if there exists a sequence of labels λ such that dec(R, λ) is reachable in Net(P,#amb(T )). 
As a trivial corollary we have that the Target Reachability problem is decidable in BA−−m.
Corollary 3.19. For every BA−−m process P and well formed target T it holds that the Target Reachability problem TReach(P, T ) is
decidable.
Proof. By Theorem 3.18 we have that in order to solve the Target Reachability problem for the BA−−m process P and the
target T , one can check the reachability of one of the target markings in the set⊕λTargMark(P, T , l0λ), where λ ranges over
the set of sequences of distinct labels in {l1, . . . , l#amb(T )}, in the P/T system Net(P,#amb(T )).
As the above set of sequences of labels is finite, and for each sequence λ we have that TargMark(P, T , l0λ) is finite (see
the observation after Definition 3.16), we can conclude that also the set of target markings ⊕λTargMark(P, T , l0λ) to be
considered is finite. Hence, the decidability result directly follows from the decidability of Target Marking Reachability for
P/T systems proved in Theorem 3.6. 
4. Undecidability of Target Reachability in BA−+mm
We have observed in the previous section that the monotonicity of the number of active ambients in a computation is
an essential ingredient in the proof of decidability of Target Reachability. In this section we show that monotonicity is not a
sufficient condition in the case of BA−+mm. In fact, we prove that Target Reachability is no longer decidable in BA
−
+mm even if in
this calculus we require that the application of the merge operation does not decrease the total number of active ambients.
After, we prove that even if Target Reachability is not decidable for BA−+mm, the weaker Spatial Reachability problem is still
computable. The proof is by reduction to the coverability problem for Petri nets with transfer arcs, an extension of Petri nets
in which transitions have the possibility to move all the tokens in given places to another one.
The proof of undecidability is by reduction from an undecidable problem for Two CounterMachines (2CM), awell-known
register based Turing powerful formalism. We now report a definition of Two Counter Machines convenient for our aims.
Definition 4.1 (Two Counter Machine (2CM)). ATwoCounterMachine is defined by a set of instructions and by two counters
c1 and c2 that hold natural numbers. We assume that every instruction is stored at a location denoted with L, M , . . . . The
instructions are of four possible kinds: INC i(L,M), DEC i(L,M), TSTZ i(L,M) and TSTNZ i(L,M) where L is the location of the
instruction, M is the location of the next instruction to execute, and i is the index of the counter on which the instruction
acts: INC increments the contents of the counter, DEC decrements the counter if it is greater than zero, TSTZ tests if the
counter is equal to zero, TSTNZ tests if it is greater than zero.
In order tomodel conditional tests, we allow the two distinct test instructions to be stored in the same location. The initial
configuration of a 2CM consists of an initial location L and of the two counters initially empty. The loop problem for 2CM
consists of checking the existence of a non-empty computation that starts and then returns back to the initial configuration.
It is trivial to reduce the halting problem for 2CMs to the loop problem, hence also the latter is undecidable.
We now prove, by reduction from the 2CM loop problem, that Target Reachability is undecidable for BA−+mm.
Theorem 4.2. Target Reachability is undecidable in BA−+mm.
Proof. We exhibit aweak simulation into BA−+mm of 2CMs. It is weak because the simulation of the test-for-zero instruction
is not completely faithful as it can be executed also when the register is greater than zero. In case it is executed when
the register is greater than zero the simulation leaves some garbage (that cannot be consumed). A simulating computation
faithfully reproduces a computation of the corresponding 2CM when no garbage is left. We can control this property by an
adequate target expression.
Consider a 2CM with instructions I1, . . . , In. The current configuration is encoded using 5 ambients that we will label
as prog , loc , c1, c2, and g: the ambient prog contains the encoding of the instructions, loc keeps track of the current control
location, c1 and c2 keep track of the current values of the counters, g has a subambient hneeded to collect (and kept separated
from the other ambients) all local agents representing units of a counter when the zero-test is (weakly) simulated.
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Specifically, the encoding of a 2CM with instruction I1, . . . , In and initial location L is defined as follows:
P0 = [![[I1]] | . . . | ![[In]]]  
prog
| [[L]]
loc
| [[c1 = 0]]  
c1
| [[c2 = 0]]  
c2
| g
where the ambient G is defined as
g = [!accept g | !expel b.expel d |
h  
[!merge− h]].
The ambient loc keeps track of the current location L:
[[L]] = [merge− L].
To represent ci = kwe fill the ambient ci with k occurrences of the processmerge− ci and a single occurrence of the process
merge− zi:
[[ci = k]] = [merge− zi | merge− ci | . . . |merge− ci  
k
]
for i : 1, 2.
The encoding of the instructions is defined as follows.
If I = DEC i(L,M), then [[I]] is defined asmerge+L.(A1 | expel a), where
A1 = [exit a.merge+ ci.(A2 | expel a)]
A2 = [exit a.merge− M].
The intuition of the previous definition is as follows. The loc ambient is first merged with the prog ambient using the
synchronization label L (the current location). This action creates the ambient A1 that is expelled by the merged ambients
immediately after. A1 is merged with the ambient ci (thus consuming a ‘‘unit’’, i.e., a local agentmerge− ci). The ambient A2
is created inside the resulting merged ambients and expelled to become [[M]].
If I = INC i(L,M), then [[I]] is defined asmerge+ L.(A1 | expel a), where
A1 = [exit a.merge+ zi.(A2 | expel a |merge− zi |merge− ci)]
A2 = [exit a.merge− M].
Again the loc ambient is first merged with the prog ambient via L. This action creates the ambient A1 that is expelled by the
merged ambients immediately after. A1 is merged with the ambient ci by performing merge− zi. The ambient A2 is created
inside the resulting ambient, say A1 + ci, and expelled to become [[M]]. In the meantime two new ‘‘units’’ are released: one
to compensate themerge− zi consumed to execute the merge, and one unitmerge− ci for the increment.
The encoding of the zero test is more tricky and exploits the ambient we called g (garbage) at the beginning of the proof.
If I = TSTZ i(L,M), then [[I]] is defined asmerge+ L.(A1 | expel a), where
A1 = [exit a.merge+ zi.(A2 | enter g.P)]
P = merge+ h.(A3 | expel a.expel c)
A2 = [exit a.exit b.merge− zi]
A3 = [exit c.exit d.merge− M].
The intuition is as follows. The loc ambient is first merged with the prog ambient via L. This action creates the ambient
A1 that is expelled by the merged ambients immediately after. A1 is merged with the ambient ci via the label zi. A2 (that will
become [[ci = 0]]) is released inside the resulting ambient, we will refer to as A1 + ci. At this stage, A1 + ci enters g , merges
with h, and creates another internal ambient A3 (that will become [[M]]). As last steps, A2 and A3 are moved at top level in
sequence. If the counter ci was not zero, then the local agents inside ci remain blocked inside the subambient h of g . This
way they cannot interact with the other ambients at the top level. This idea is graphically illustrated in Fig. 2, where the gray
oval represents the local agents (units) moved from the ci ambient to the h ambient.
Finally, if I = TSTNZ i(L,M), then [[I]] is defined asmerge+ L.(A1 | expel a), where
A1 = [exit a.merge+ ci.(A2 |merge− ci | expel a)]
A2 = [exit a.merge− M].
The construction we have defined reduces the 2CM loop problem, assuming that the initial location is L, to the problem of
checking the existence of a non-empty computation that starts from P0 and leads to P0. On the one hand, a 2CM computation
that starts and returns back to the initial configuration is simulated by P0 with a non-empty computation leading to P0.
On the other hand, every computation leading to P0 reproduces faithfully a 2CM computation as in P0 there is no garbage
inside the ambient h. Finally, we observe that in order to check the existence of a computation P0 →+ P0 it is sufficient to
consider every process Q such that P0 → Q (notice that there are only finitely many of such processes) and tests whether
TReach(Q , T0), where T0 is a target obtained from P0 by replacing the three guarded processes merge− L, merge− z1, and
merge− z2 with the targets 1 ≤ merge− L ≤ 1, 1 ≤ merge− z1 ≤ 1, and 1 ≤ merge− z2 ≤ 1, respectively. 
As a corollary of the previous theorem, we also have that reachability of a given process is an undecidable problem.
Indeed, the type of target expression we considered is of the form 1 ≥ P ≥ 1 which corresponds to fixing a single instance
of each guarded process.
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Fig. 2. Encoding of zero test.
5. Deciding Spatial Reachability in BA−+mm
Despite Target Reachability being undecidable for BA−+mm, theweaker Spatial Reachability problem (that considers targets
withany in every ambient andwith all upper bounds equal to∞) is still decidable. The proof is still by reduction to Petri nets,
but we need to move to a different class of Petri nets including also transfer arcs. Transfer arcs are associated to transitions,
and are used to move all the tokens inside some given source places to a given target place.
Definition 5.1 (P/T Net with Transfer Arcs). A P/T net with transfer arcs is a P/T net (S, T )where to each transition t = (c, p)
in T , is associated a (possibly empty) set γ of transfer arcs (we write these transitions in the form c → p[γ ]). A transfer arc
is defined by a pair composed of a set of places S (the source places) and by a target place p. Transfer arcs must work on
disjoint source and target places. If a transition t = (c, p)[γ ] has the transfer arcs γ = {⟨S1, p1⟩, . . . , ⟨Sn, pn⟩} (where we
assume (Si ∪ {pi}) ∩ (Sj ∪ {pj}) = ∅, for every pair of disjoint indices i and j), then its execution m t→ m′ is computed as
follows.We first compute themarkingm1 = (m\ c), then we execute all transfers, i.e., for every i : 1, . . . , nmove all tokens
from the places in Si inm1 to the place pi. Letm2 be the resulting marking. Then,m′ = m2 ⊕ p.
The coverability problem is known to be decidable for P/T nets with transfer arcs [14].
In order to prove that Spatial Reachability is decidable for BA−+mm we proceed similarly to the proof reported in Section 3:
given a process P and a spatial target S, we construct a P/T net with transfer arcs and we check whether at least one among
a finite set of markings is coverable in such a net.
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Table 2
The schema for the transitions Trans(Q) for merge, defined parametrically on the set
of sequential and replicated subprocesses Q. We assume that λ and λ′ are sequences
of distinct labels such that |λ| = #amb(a) and |λ′| = #amb(a′).
(merge)
C[[lm · µm] ⊕ [ln · µn]], lm : merge+ k.a, ln : merge− k.a′,{l : unused | l ∈ λ}, {l′ : unused | l′ ∈ λ′}
↓
C[[lm ·

µm ⊕ µn ⊕ tree(a, λ)⊕ tree(a′, λ′)

]], ln : unused,
lm : actproc(a), lm : actproc(a′), proc(a, λ), proc(a′, λ′)
{ ⟨{ln : Q }, lm : Q ⟩ | Q ∈ Q}

The P/T net (with transfer arcs) is defined as in Section 3; the unique difference is the addition of the transitions defined in
Table 2. Thenew transitions dealwith themerge capability:when amergeoccurs, all the active processes inside thenet region
hosting the process performingmerge− are transferred to the net region hosting the process performing the complementary
merge+. The former net region is freed (i.e., it is marked unused), and the ambient tree is updated accordingly.
Definition 5.2. Let P be a BA−+mm process and let n be a natural number such that #amb(P) ≤ n. We define the net
Net(P, n) = (Pl, Tr), where
Pl =
n
i=0
({li : Q | Q ∈ sub(α(P))} ∪ {li : unused}) ∪ Tn
Tr = {c → p[∅] | (c, p) ∈ Trans, c, p ⊆ Pl} ∪
{c → p[γ ] ∈ Trans(sub(α(P))) | c, p ⊆ Pl}
and Trans(sub(α(P))) is the set of transitions defined by the schema in Table 2.
We now discuss how to use the P/T net defined above to verify Spatial Reachability. We first formalize the monotonicity
property that we have already informally discussed so far.
Proposition 5.3. Let P,Q be BA−+mm processes such that P →∗ Q . We have that #amb(P) ≤ #amb(Q ).
Proof. By induction on the length of P →∗ Q . If the length is 0 the proposition trivially holds. If P → P ′ →∗ Q we have,
by the induction hypothesis, that #amb(P ′) ≤ #amb(Q ). Proceeding by induction on the length of the proof of P → P ′ it
is easy to prove that #amb(P) ≤ #amb(P ′). The unique non-trivial case is when the merge rule is applied. In general, the
application of such rule could decrease by one the number of active ambients, but this is not possible in BA−+mm as in the
continuation of the process performingmerge+ there is always at least one new active ambient. 
Following the same proof technique as in [6], it is possible to prove the following result.
Theorem 5.4. Let P,Q be BA−+mm processes such that #amb(P) ≤ #amb(Q ). We have that P →∗ Q iff there exists a sequence
λ of distinct labels in {l0, . . . , l#amb(Q )} such that |λ| = #amb(Q ) + 1 and dec(Q , λ) is a marking of Net(P,#amb(Q )) that is
reachable from the marking dec(P, l0 . . . l#amb(P)).
This last theorem formalizes the correctness of the P/T net semantics: given a maximal number n, all the derivatives of
a process P with less than n active ambients correspond to the processes whose marking is reachable in Net(P, n) starting
from the marking dec(P, l0 . . . l#amb(P)).
Now, in order to reduce Spatial Reachability to net coverability, we need to characterize the set of processes that satisfies
a spatial target S, i.e., inst(S), as an upward closed set of net markings. More precisely, given a process P and a spatial target
S with n active ambients, we show the existence of a finite set min(S, P) of markings of Net(P, n) such that a process Q ,
reachable from P , satisfies the spatial target S if and only if its decomposition covers one of the markings inmin(S, P).
Definition 5.5 (min(S)). Let P be a BA−+mm process and let S be the well formed spatial target
any |

i∈I
qi ≤ Gi ≤ ∞ |

j∈J
!G′j |

k∈K
[S ′k].
We definemin(S, P) as the following set of markings of Net(P,#amb(S)):
{ dec(Q , λ) | Q ∈ minProc(S, P),
λ is a sequence of distinct labels in {l0, . . . , l#amb(S)} }
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whereminProc(S, P) is the following set of processes:
i∈L

qi
Gi |

i∈I\L
!Gi |

j∈J
!G′j |

k∈K
[Q ′k]

L ⊆ I ∧ Q ′k ∈ minProc(S ′k, P) ∧ ∀i, j : Gi, !Gj ∈ sub(α(P))

.
Notice that in the definition ofminProc(S, P)we consider the possibility to satisfy the target qi ≤ G ≤ ∞ in two possible
ways: either by the presence of at least qi instances of Gi, or by the presence of the replicated process !Gi. Moreover, it is
easy to see that both the setsminProc(S, P) andmin(S, P) are finite. We now prove that the upward closed set of markings
defined by the basismin(S, P) correctly characterizes the derivatives of P that satisfies the spatial target S.
Theorem 5.6. Let P be a BA−+mm process, let S be a well formed spatial target, and let Q be a derivative of P. We have that
Q ∈ inst(S) if and only if there exist a marking m ∈ min(S, P) and a sequence λ containing the distinct labels {l0, . . . , l#amb(S)}
such that m ⊆ dec(Q , λ).
Proof. Letm be a marking inmin(S, P) such that dec(Q , λ).
We start with the only-if part. To prove that Q ∈ inst(S) we proceed by induction on the number of active ambients in
Q . It is sufficient to observe –both in the base case and in the induction step – that the process Q (at top level) must include
at least the same sequential and replicated subprocesses (at top level) in the marking m, thus satisfying the constraints
imposed (at top level) by the definition of inst(S) (see Definition 2.8). The presence (at top level) in S of the target any, as
well as the usage of the upper limit∞, play here a fundamental role: in fact, Q could contain also other processes besides
the minimal ones present inm.
The if part is proved in a similar manner. 
We finally present the main result of this section.
Corollary 5.7. The Spatial Reachability problem is decidable in BA−+mm.
Proof. Consider a BA−+mm process P and awell formed spatial target Swith n active ambients.Wehave that also the processes
in inst(S) have n active ambients so, by Proposition 5.3, if #amb(P) > n then SReach(P, S) does not hold. So it is not
restrictive to assume that #amb(P) ≤ n. By Theorems 5.4 and 5.6 we have that checking SReach(P, S) corresponds to
verifying the coverability, in the P/T net with transfer arcs Net(P, n), of at least one of the markings in min(S, P) starting
from the initial marking dec(P, l0 . . . ln). As the set of markings to be considered is finite, the theorem follows from the
decidability of coverability for P/T nets with transfer arcs [14]. 
6. Undecidability of Spatial Reachability in BA−
We now show that the monotonicity of the number of active ambients is a necessary condition for the decidability of
Spatial Reachability. In fact, if we consider the generalmerge operator of BA−, that allows one to reduce the number of active
ambients, then Spatial Reachability is no longer decidable.
Theorem 6.1. Spatial Reachability is undecidable in BA−.
Proof. We exhibit an encoding of Two Counter Machines (2CMs). For simplicity, we consider a nondeterministic modeling
of the increment and decrement operations. We represent these instructions with two distinct encodings that reside in
the same location. For instance, we present an encoding for decrements that works fine when the counter contains 1, and
an encoding for the other cases. When a decrement instruction should be simulated, one of the two encodings is selected
nondeterministically. In case the wrong one is chosen, the simulation blocks. The same is done for increment, separating
the case in which the counter is empty from the case in which it is not.
Consider a 2CM with instructions I1, . . . , In. The current configuration is encoded using four ambients that we will label
as prog , loc , c1, and c2: the ambient prog contains the encoding of the instructions, loc keeps track of the current control
location, c1 and c2 keep track of the current values of the counters. Assuming the initial location L, the initial configuration
is defined as follows
P0 = [ ![[I1]] | . . . | ![[In]] ]  
prog
| [[L]]
loc
| [[c1 = 0]]  
c1
| [[c2 = 0]]  
c2
.
The encoding is defined using as labels the set of program location union the labels {a, b, z1, z2, c1, c2}.
The ambient loc keeps track of the current location L via the following process
[[L]] = [merge− L].
To represent ci = 0, we use the following ambient
[[ci = 0]] = [!exit zi | !merge− zi]
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for i : 1, 2. To represent ci = kwith k > 0, we use the ambient
[[ci = k]] ::= [merge− ci | [[ci = k− 1]]]
for i : 1, 2.
The encoding of the instructions is defined as follows.
If I = DEC i(L,M) and ci = 1, then [[I]] = merge+ L.(A1 | expel a), where
A1 = [exit a.merge+ ci.expel zi.merge− M].
The intuition of the previous definition is as follows. The loc ambient is first merged with the prog ambient using the
synchronization label L (the current location). This action creates the ambient A1 that is expelled by the merged ambient
immediately after. A1 is merged with the ambient ci. The resulting ambient expels the zi ambient (ci = 1) and then becomes
the new ambient for the new location [[M]].
If I = DEC i(L,M) and ci > 1, then [[I]] = merge+ L.(A1 | expel a), where
A1 = [exit a.merge+ ci.(A2 | expel a.merge− M)]
A2 = [merge+ ci.exit a.merge− ci].
As in the previous case the loc ambient is first merged with the prog ambient using the synchronization label L (the current
location). This action creates the ambient A1 that is expelled immediately after. A1 is merged with the ambient ci. A new
ambient A2 is created inside the resulting merged ambient say A1 + ci. A2 is merged with the ci ambient at the same level
and the resulting ambient is moved at top level (it represents ci − 1) while A1 + ci is transformed in the ambient [[M]].
If I = INC i(L,M) and ci = 0, then [[I]] = merge+ L.(A1 | B1 | expel a.expel a), where
A1 = [exit a.merge+ zi.enter a.A2] | expel b
A2 = [exit b.exit a.merge− M]
B1 = [exit a.accept a.expel a.merge− ci].
As for DEC the loc ambient is first merged with the prog via L (the current location). This action creates the ambients A1
and B1 that are expelled immediately after. A1 is merged with the ambient zi and then enters inside B1 where it releases
an ambient A2. A2 is expelled by the two nested ambients and, thus, moved at top level as the new location [[M]]. In the
meantime B1 creates a local agentmerge− ci to become [[ci = 1]].
A similar idea is used for ci > 1. Formally, if I = INC i(L,M) and ci > 1, then [[I]] = merge+ L.(A1 | B1 | expel a.expel a),
where
A1 = [exit a.merge+ ci.enter a.(A2 |merge− ci)] | expel b
A2 = [exit b.exit a.merge− M]
B1 = [exit a.accept a.expel a.merge− ci].
The tests ci = 0 and ci > 0 are simulated by using merge steps either with label zi or with label ci.
Formally, if I = TSTZ i(L,M), then [[I]] = merge+ L.(A1 | expel a), where
A1 = [exit a.merge+ zi.(A2 | expel a)]
A2 = [exit a.merge− M].
If I = TSTNZ i(L,M), then [[I]] = merge+ L.(A1 | expel a), where
A1 = [exit a.merge+ ci.(merge− ci | A2 | expel a)]
A2 = [exit a.merge− M].
Wenote that the counter is restored by includingmerge− ci insideA1. This construction reduces the 2CMhalting problem,
assuming that the initial location is L, to the problem of checking the existence of a computation that starts from P0 and leads
to a process having at top level an ambient containing the active processmerge− M for some halt locationM (i.e., a location
that does not contain any instruction). But this problem corresponds to checkingwhether SReach(P0, any|[any|merge−M]).
Hence the theorem directly follows from the undecidability of the halting problem for 2CM. 
7. Conclusion
In this paper we applied the techniques introduced in [4,5] to study the decidability of different types of reachability
problems in fragments of BioAmbients with a restricted use of the merge capability. The fragments studied in this paper
do not allow communication and restrictions. Furthermore, replication is applied only to guarded processes of the form
M.P . These restrictions correspond to those introduced for the Mobile Ambients in [4]. We considered here two types
of reachability problems: Target Reachability (reachability of configurations with constraints on occurrences of guarded
processes); Spatial Reachability (reachability of configurations in which the ambient structure of the target configuration is
fixed a priori and in which we pose lower bounded constraints on the number of occurrences of guarded processes). Under
the previous assumptions, Target Reachability turns out to be decidable withoutmerge capability, even though the resulting
fragment (that comprises movement operations) is still Turing complete. Furthermore, we proved that Spatial Reachability
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is decidable when adding a restricted use of the merge capability that ensures that its application does not decrease the
number of ambients of the current configuration. Interestingly, Target Reachability is undecidable in the resulting fragment.
As for the case of Mobile Ambients, reachability is used here as a technical tool for a fine-grained comparison of different
features of BioAmbients that go beyond standard analysis based on Turing completeness. The present paper is based on
preliminary work separately done by the authors in [12,19]. In [12] Delzanno and Montagna study decidability issues for
reachability and Spatial Reachability with restricted use of the merge capability and a restricted semantics for replication
inspired to [3]. In [19] Zavattaro studies Target Reachability in fragments with guarded replication and without the merge
capability. In the present paper we draw a complete picture of the aspects studied in [12,19] by taking the fragment
with guarded replication as common idiom to reformulate decidability and undecidability results for Target and Spatial
Reachability with no or restricted use of the merge capability. Furthermore, from a technical point of view, we present a
simplified proof of the decidability result for Spatial Reachability in [12]. Specifically, we prove the result with a direct
encoding into Petri nets with transfer arcs without a need to resort to the term rewriting calculus used in [19].
The use of reachability problems for the analysis of the expressive power of biological models is considered in the
context of extensions of Gheorghe Paun’s P-systems in [13] with operations like creation, deletion, cloning and fusion of
membranes, and for Danos–Laneve’s κ-model in [10]. P-systems and BioAmbients are both computational models defined
over hierarchical structures. Fusion and merge have similar effect on the corresponding data structures (membranes and
BioAmbients). However the extensions of P-systems studied in [13] do not provide for movement capability (a feature that,
taken alone, may lead to Turing completeness) as the fragments of BioAmbients studied in the current paper. Furthermore,
Target Reachability is not considered in [13]. A uniform analysis of BioAmbients and P-systems with different notions of
reachability based in the style of [1,2] represents an interesting direction for further investigations.
The κ-model [9] is a formalism based on graph rewriting specifically designed for modeling intermolecular interaction,
thus operating on a different level of granularity with respect to BioAmbients. Even when focusing on the structures
underlying the twomodels, a comparison of the results obtained in the present paper and those studied in [10]would require
a better understanding of the relation between the corresponding models which differ both in the type of configurations
(trees vs. graphs) and in the different features of the specification language (movement and merge capabilities vs. graph
matching and replacement).
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